
Five friends are having a discussion about their preferred cheeses and wines. Your task is to determine their favorite cheese

and wine pairings using the provided clues.

Shirt: black, pink, purple, red, white

Name: Danielle, Jennifer, Margaret, Samantha, Vanessa

Wine: Carménère, Malbec, Muscat, Sangiovese, Sherry

Cheese: camembert, emmental, gouda, mozzarella, swiss

Hobby: cooking, horse riding, painting, singing, swimming

The person in the Red shirt is in the �rst position.

Danielle is at one of the ends.

The woman who likes Sangiovese is immediately to the

left of the woman who likes Malbec.

The person in a Purple shirt is somewhere to the left of

the person who loves Swiss cheese.

Vanesa loves Swimming.

The woman whose hobby is Singing is between the

woman who likes Malbec and the woman who enjoys

Cooking, in that order.

The person in the Purple shirt is to the right of the

person who likes Muscat.

The woman who loves Emmental cheese is next to the

woman who enjoys Gouda.

The person who enjoys Mozzarella is immediately after

the one who likes Malbec.

The person who likes Swimming is immediately to the

left of the one who likes Sherry.

Jennifer is somewhere to the right of the person in the

White shirt.

The person in the Purple shirt is somewhere to the

right of the person in the Black shirt.

The one whose hobby is Painting is at one of the ends.

The person who likes to Swim is immediately after the

person who enjoys Sangiovese.

The one who likes to Sing is immediately after the one

who enjoys Gouda cheese.

The person in the White shirt is somewhere to the left

of the one who enjoys Carménère.

The person in the White shirt is between the person

who likes Camembert cheese and the person in the

Black shirt, in that order.

Samantha is next to the woman who enjoys Emmental

cheese.
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Five friends are having a discussion about their preferred cheeses and wines. Your task is to determine their favorite cheese

and wine pairings using the provided clues.

Shirt: black, pink, purple, red, white

Name: Danielle, Jennifer, Margaret, Samantha, Vanessa

Wine: Carménère, Malbec, Muscat, Sangiovese, Sherry

Cheese: camembert, emmental, gouda, mozzarella, swiss

Hobby: cooking, horse riding, painting, singing, swimming

The person in the Red shirt is in the �rst position.

Danielle is at one of the ends.

The woman who likes Sangiovese is immediately to the

left of the woman who likes Malbec.

The person in a Purple shirt is somewhere to the left of

the person who loves Swiss cheese.

Vanesa loves Swimming.

The woman whose hobby is Singing is between the

woman who likes Malbec and the woman who enjoys

Cooking, in that order.

The person in the Purple shirt is to the right of the

person who likes Muscat.

The woman who loves Emmental cheese is next to the

woman who enjoys Gouda.

The person who enjoys Mozzarella is immediately after

the one who likes Malbec.

The person who likes Swimming is immediately to the

left of the one who likes Sherry.

Jennifer is somewhere to the right of the person in the

White shirt.

The person in the Purple shirt is somewhere to the

right of the person in the Black shirt.

The one whose hobby is Painting is at one of the ends.

The person who likes to Swim is immediately after the

person who enjoys Sangiovese.

The one who likes to Sing is immediately after the one

who enjoys Gouda cheese.

The person in the White shirt is somewhere to the left

of the one who enjoys Carménère.

The person in the White shirt is between the person

who likes Camembert cheese and the person in the

Black shirt, in that order.

Samantha is next to the woman who enjoys Emmental

cheese.
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